FEATURES

Increased Production and Greater Versatility
- Fast machine cycle with solenoid-operated, roller-type clutch
- Quick change feed system for different rivet sizes
- Precision machined pads on column to locate the horn at various heights
- Adaptable to a wide variety of horns and anvil holders

Reduce Down Time
- Hardened steel toggle bearings
- Bronze bushing on flywheel
- Enclosed belt and top lever guards
- Easy accessibility of all parts for service
- Practical parts numbering system for quick, correct replacements
- Design and construction assure life-long service

SPECIAL FEATURES
- The most versatile and most widely used of our machines
- Flexible design allows multiple assembly needs
- Appliances
- Furniture
- Automotive requirements

SPECIFICATIONS

Tubular
Rivet Capacity: up to \( \frac{3}{16} \)" dia. x 4" length, up to \( \frac{3}{16} \)" length available
Throat Depth: 12"
Stroke: 2 \( \frac{1}{2} \)" std., 2 \( \frac{1}{4} \)" available
Rotary Hopper: 7" std., 8" & 10" available
Anvil Height: 42"
Flywheel Speed: 175 rpm
Motor: \( \frac{1}{2} \) hp. 1140 rpm
Overall Height: 65"
Floor Space: 18" x 35"
Net Weight: 555 lbs.

For Dependable Leadership in the Manufacturing of Rivets, Rivet Machines, Parts and replacement Anvils, Drivers & Jaws, look to our World Class Experience.